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1- Solitary actions such as crying or brushing our teeth are ultimately................. .
1. economical

2. mecanical

3. social

4. political

2- Our biological and emotional needs are related in a(n) ..............equation.
1. simple

2. complex

3. easy

4. small

3- She was .....................that she was being watched.
1. conscious

2. consciously

3. consciousness

4. consciousnesses

4- The child was lost and began to................ . He made low, weak crying noises.
1. sing

2. shout

3. whimper

4. coordinate

5- Almost four decades later, Genie was found in 1970 at the age of thirteen. 'Four decades'

means.................. .
1. 10 years

2. 13 years

3. 40 years

4. 14 years

3. isolates

4. isolation

6- I felt very....................in my new job.
1. isolate

2. isolated

7- The quality or state of being steady and not changing or being disturbed in any way is

called................... .
1. reliability

2. ethnicity

3. conformity

4. stability

8- Members of a society must be ..................to support and maintain the existing social structure.
1. separated

2. socialized

3. isolated

4. unsocialized

9- Self-concept is the foundation for ...............with others.
1. communicate

2. communicated

3. communication

4. communicational

10- Female workers constitute the majority of the labour force in textile factories. 'Constitute'

means.............. .
1. make up
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2. remove

3. change
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4. break off
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11- Neglect often involves acts of.............( where parents fail to provide adequate physical and

emotional care) rather than acts of commission.
1. acceptance

2. admission

3. cooperation

4. ommission

12- According to interactionist analysis, although people may abuse or neglect children for many

reasons, the primary causes are located within social interactions, especially between..............and
children.
1. parents

2. enemies

3. foreigners

4. babies

13- The new drug has great..................for the treatment of the disease.
1. signify

2. significance

3. significant

4. significantly

14- Please state your name, age, and occupation below. 'Occupation' means.............. .
1. job

2. address

3. habits

4. knowledge

15- Conflict theories stress that socialization reproduces the class structure in the.................... .
1. no generation

2. abstrct world

3. last world

4. next generation

3. measured

4. measurably

16- He has gone to be ......................for a new suit.
1. measure

2. measures

17- They purchased the car for ten thousand dollars. 'Purchased' means............... .
1. sold

2. found

3. lost

4. bought

18- An agent of socialization that has a profound impact on both children and adults is the................. .
1. mass media

2. being alone

3. working separately

4. living alone

19- The plan will be submitted to the committee for official.................. .
1. approve

2. approved

3. approval

4. approvingly

20- His lecture was readily.................to all the students. Everybody could easily understand it.
1. dark
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2. unclear

3. intelligible
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4. ambiguous
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21- Just as culture is essential for individuals, it is also fundamental for the survival of................... .
2. persons

1. adults

3. people

4. societies

22- Drives are................., biologically determined impulses common to all members of a species.
2. unlearned

1. learned

3. acquired

4. trained

23- Speech is the fastest method of..................between people.
1. communicate

2. communicates

3. communicational

4. communication

24- ......................consists of physical or tangible creations that members of a society make, use, and

share.
1. Material culture

2. Nonmaterial culture

3. Abstrct culture

4. Imaginary culture

25- A symbol is anything that.................represents something else.
1.

2.

vaguely

ambiguously

3.

meaningfully

4.

meaninglessly

26- One of the major differences between child socialization and adult socialization is the degree of

freedom of choice. 'Degree of freedom of choice' means................... .
1.  



2.    

3. 



  

4.  

 

27- Some people think what we do as human beings is determined by nature rather than nurture.

'Nature rather than nurture' means................. .
1.    

2.    

3.    

4.    

28- Our luggage was checked all the way through to our final destination. 'Final destination'

means.............. .
1.   

2. ! "# $

3.  %&#

4.  & "#

29- Prescriptive norms state what behavior is appropriate or acceptable. 'Prescriptive norms'

means.............. .
1. '( ! )

2. ! ) ('(

3. * # ( '(

4. +!# , ('(
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30- Insurance is an agreement with a company in which you pay them regular amounts of money and

they agree to pay the costs. 'Regular amounts of money' means........................ .
1. -. ( / 0
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2. 1  ( +!0

3. +!0 2)' # $"#
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